Introduction: The Consortium for the early identification of Alzheimer's disease-Quebec (CIMA-Q) created a research infrastructure to recruit, characterize, and track disease progression in individuals at risk of dementia. Methods: CIMA-Q established standardized clinical, neuropsychological, neuroimaging, blood (plasma, serum, RNA, genomic DNA), cryopreserved peripheral blood mononuclear cells, and cerebrospinal fluid collection protocols. These data and biological materials are available to the research community. Results: In phase 1, 115 persons with subjective cognitive decline, 88 with mild cognitive impairment, 31 with early probable Alzheimer's disease, and 56 older adults with no worries nor impairments received detailed clinical and cognitive evaluations as well as blood and peripheral blood mononuclear cells collections. Among them, 142 underwent magnetic resonance imaging, 29 a 18 fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography, and 60 a lumbar puncture. Discussion: CIMA-Q provides procedures and resources to identify early biomarkers and novel therapeutic targets, and holds promise for detecting cognitive decline in Alzheimer's disease.
Introduction
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is currently diagnosed at the dementia stage, when the brain has already suffered severe damage and when symptoms impact the individual's autonomy. This late diagnosis poses major challenges in understanding the cause and developing disease-modifying therapies. Efforts devoted toward implementing large integrative studies are needed to provide high impact research that fills these knowledge gaps. It is generally agreed that, to make significant discoveries, scientists require access to sizable cohorts, databases, and high-quality biological materials from wellcharacterized patients at all stages of the disease, including the preclinical/prodromal phases. Ideally, such studies should allow data to be pooled and compared with other similarly harmonized national and international cohorts.
It is now well recognized that persons with AD develop amyloid plaques and Tau-containing neurofibrillary tangles as early as 20 years, for the former, and 15 years, for the latter, before the diagnosis of dementia [1] . However, the diagnosis of AD at a very early stage is far from being fully realized. Individual with the disease experience a specific set of very mild cognitive impairments (MCI) which is now considered as a valid target to study prodromal AD [2] .
Neuroimaging studies have identified several biomarkers that have proven to be relevant in the diagnosis and assessment of AD and MCI patients [2] [3] [4] . The relationship between MRI measurements and pathophysiological changes in AD has been well researched, and hippocampal atrophy on MRI has been correlated with confirmatory pathological findings [5, 6] . Moreover, hippocampus and entorhinal cortex atrophy has some predictive value to identify MCI progressing to dementia due to AD [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and MRI can track amyloid and tau propagation [12] . Positron emission tomography (PET) scanning can also track pathological brain changes. For instance, fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography shows metabolism reductions and longitudinal decline in the posterior cingulate cortex, precuneus, parietotemporal cortex, and frontal cortex of patients with AD [13] . The wealth of studies on biomarkers measured with MRI and PET has led to incorporating these approaches in the new diagnostic criteria for AD and MCI [2] [3] [4] 14] . Although amyloid-targeting PET imaging has been shown sensitive to the diagnostic of AD, it proved logistically and financially out of reach for the first phase of the Consortium for the early identification of Alzheimer's disease-Quebec (CIMA-Q) study. Functional MRI (fMRI) studies have reported that persons with a genetic risk for AD [15] or with early MCI [16, 17] show larger task-related brain activation (i.e., hyperactivation) than healthy older adults. Unlike most other cohorts, CIMA-Q has included a task-related fMRI sequence as hyperactivation might represent a very early marker of the disease.
The preservation of biomaterials from well-ascertained individuals is necessary to investigate and establish biological biomarkers that can help in the diagnosis of the disease. Ideally, these biomaterials should be obtained from longitudinal studies of incipient AD so that early biomarkers can be established. Currently, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) has provided sensitive assessments for the levels of 40 or 42 amino acid long amyloid beta peptides (Ab40, Ab42), Ab42/Ab40 ratios, which have a good concordance with PET imaging of Ab in live individuals, and of full-length or phosphorylated Tau protein [18] . Decreased Ab42 and elevated total or phosphorylated Tau levels in the CSF have been shown to be useful predictors of clinical progression [18, 19] . However, there is still a strong need to identify additional biological biomarkers of the earliest AD stages, not only in the CSF, but also in the blood. Finally, cryopreserved peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMNC) can be reprogrammed into human-induced pluripotent stem cells, which then can be differentiated into neurons and other brain cell types to investigate underlying molecular mechanisms of the disease [19, 20] .
Objective cognitive impairment in persons with MCI can differentiate those suffering from the early signs of AD from those who will remain stable [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In addition, neuropsychiatric symptoms, such as depression, apathy, anxiety, and sleep disturbances, are predictive of future cognitive decline [26] [27] [28] [29] . Although promising, the results from these previous studies have limitations. First, in many cases, the design was retrospective and did not distinguish between the reference standard to diagnose dementia and the predictive tests. Second, most studies with MCI included a relatively short follow-up period. This is problematic to identify very early markers. There is some evidence that MCI might be preceded by a phase of subjective cognitive decline (SCD) that corresponds to the earliest behaviorally detectable phase of AD [14] . Hence, including persons with SCD in prospective cohorts should contribute to pinpointing markers that precede the MCI phase. Recently, a set of criteria for SCD has been proposed whereby SCD relies on the presence of memory complaints accompanied by worries [30] . However, a larger number of prospective multidimensional studies are needed to better characterize SCD as a preclinical stage of AD.
Finally, it has been proposed that late-onset sporadic AD develops when a combination of genetic and environmental risk factors surpasses the self-repair capacity of the brain. Numerous risk factors have been highlighted and many of them are potentially modifiable. Health factors (e.g., cardiovascular diseases or metabolic conditions) [31] [32] [33] [34] and lifestyle habits (e.g., education, physical activity, diet, social engagement) [35] [36] [37] [38] have been associated to cognitive decline and dementia and will be measured in the CIMA-Q cohort.
The CIMA-Q focuses on accruing clinical, neuropsychological, and neuroimaging data, and preserving biomaterials with a special attention given to SCD individuals, in the hope that this cohort will provide valuable tools to identify early biomarkers of AD.
Methods

Study design
The CIMA-Q is a multicenter longitudinal, parallel group study (for organizational structure see Supplementary Material A, Figure A1 ). In its initial phase, the CIMA-Q cohort is composed of 290 participants: 31 with mild AD, 88 with MCI, 115 with SCD, and 56 age-matched controls (CTL). Volunteers were recruited from participating memory clinics, advertisements in electronic media, ads posted in the community, and among participants from the NuAge population study from Montreal, Sherbrooke or Quebec City (Province of Quebec, Canada).
All participants underwent clinical evaluations and psychometric testing. Blood was collected, separated, and stored as plasma, serum, RNA extraction, or buffy coat from each participant. Participants could also consent to optional tests which included MRI, PET, CSF collection, cryopreservation of their PBMNC to eventually produce induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) and iPSCdifferentiated cell types. They could also consent to postmortem brain retrieval. In addition, consent was obtained to be contacted for participation in other related studies led by CIMA-Q members. The percentage of individuals that received optional procedures were as follows: MRI 49%, PET 10%, CSF collection 21%, stem cell study 100%, brain donation 77%. All participants accepted future study participation.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Clinical diagnosis by expert physicians was verified via standardized checklists using accepted criteria. Diagnostic criteria for AD and MCI was based on the NIA/AA [4, 14] . MCI individuals were subdivided into early and late stages based on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) and AD Neuroimaging Initiative criteria [2] , and we sought to recruit a sufficient number of participants in each subgroup to examine this factor. SCD categorization relied on the criteria from the Subjective Cognitive Decline Initiative [30, 39] , CTL participants were recruited based on strict inclusion criteria and from the same community. Furthermore, we ensured as much as possible that sociodemographic characteristics were similar in CTL as in MCI and SCD. The inclusion and exclusion criteria for each subject group are detailed in Supplementary Material B (Tables B1a to B1c) .
Our objective was for the cohort to reflect the type of participants seen in an everyday primary care clinical setting (for SCD and MCI) and memory clinics (for AD), so participants with concomitant medications and comorbidities such as mild depression or mild cardiovascular diseases could be included if they fell within the accepted parameters stated by the diagnostic criteria. Individuals were eligible to participate if fluent in either French or English to reflect the two official languages in Canada. Volunteers were not prevented from participating in other clinical projects if it did not interfere with their participation in this cohort; the case being, this information was recorded. A lower age limit of 65 years was established to exclude patients with early-onset AD, but no upper age limit was set. Individuals were excluded if life expectancy at screening was estimated by the medical team to be less than three years.
Assessments and procedures
The study schedule (Supplementary Material C, Figure C1 ) and the assessment procedures are detailed in Supplementary Material C. All measures are listed in Table 1 . A telephone prescreening interview (visit 00) was conducted during which the project was explained, verbal informed consent was obtained, exclusion/inclusion criteria were reviewed. Moreover, the Telephone Mini-Mental State Examination (T-MMSE) [40] and the presence of a memory complaint with or without worries were documented [30] . Visit 01 (screening/baseline) includes a standardized clinical evaluation and questionnaires to measure health, lifestyle, cognitive complaints, clinical expression, functional impact, and emotional and behavioral symptoms. As a complement to the subject's evaluation, an informant was asked to complete at-home questionnaires. At visit 02, blood samples were obtained under fasting conditions (Supplementary Material C, Table C1 ). The subjects were then given a snack followed by a standardized neuropsychological and neuropsychiatric evaluation conducted by a CIMA-Q-certified psychometrician. The MRI session consists of anatomical, pathological, and vascular imaging, as well as connectivity/functional imaging sequences. For a subgroup of participants, a task-related activation sequence was done last in which they were asked to encode a series of images of familiar objects as well as their position. Participants who agreed to partake in the PET protocol were scanned using intravenous 18 FDG tracer. For subjects who had accepted to undergo a lumbar puncture for CSF collection, a neurologist obtained 10-15 mL of fluid per Alzheimer's disease neuroimaging initiative/American Alzheimer Disease Centers recommendations in a subsequent visit [9] . Finally, at time of death, the Douglas-Bell Canada Brain Bank staff stands ready to coordinate the extraction of the brain at the nearest autopsy room for those individuals who consented to the ultimate portion of the study. One hemisphere is being fixed and stored in formalin, and the other is sectioned in thick serial sections which are frozen and then kept at 280 C until use. A collaborating neuropathologist performs the neuropathological assessment.
Follow-up
As CIMA-Q is a longitudinal study, our goal is to collect data and to identify future diagnosis in successive time points for participants with SCD and MCI. The current follow-up interval for full assessment is every two years. The two-year follow-up includes the clinical, neuropsychological and neuropsychiatric evaluations, blood draw, and neuroimaging for all MRI-compatible participants. In addition, CTL, MCI, and SCD are contacted by phone within three months of their 1-year testing anniversary for a brief interim phone assessment. This interim contact includes a T-MMSE, self-report for health and lifestyle, questionnaires about functional impairment, mood and sleep, medication use and updates of medical history in the last year. The main goals of this interim contact are to foster retention, to identify those who would have received a clinical diagnosis of dementia or other severe diseases during their first followup year, to get information on those who might move in the following year and to collect health data that might be useful to identify causes for eventual dropouts.
Quality control procedures
Rigorous quality control procedures were established for data, neuroimaging, and biological material and are detailed in Supplementary Material D along with the methods for processing biological samples.
Ethical aspects
CIMA-Q research activities comply with Good Clinical
Practice guides and requirements from the funding agencies. The study has received approval from the coordinating ethics committee of the Institut universitaire de g eriatrie de Montr eal. Participants gave their written informed consent before enrollment in the study and for the different components of the project. All information collected during the study is deidentified and databased in the Longitudinal Online Research and Imaging System (LORIS). Deidentification procedures are described in Supplementary Material E.
Database, access, and statistical considerations
LORIS is a powerful web-based database architecture [41] , where data can be consolidated within a central repository and then made available to the entire network for download. The integrated nature of LORIS facilitates multimodality crossanalyses.
The number of participants recruited is sufficient to allow detection of a small-to-medium effect size for a group difference (i.e., estimated effect size that can be detected with this N is about d' 5 .46). Considering that a large effect size is expected between AD and CTL and that a medium effect size is expected between MCI and AD, this should be sufficient for most of the research questions that our group is likely to address. In addition, with a 15% progression rate to dementia and a drop-out rate of about 7%, we expect to identify about 27 MCI progressors at their first follow-up two years later (even though we are aware that progression rate might not be linear), which should allow sufficient power to detect a medium-size group difference between progressor and stable MCI. CIMA-Q complies with the principles of open science. All data and biological materials are available to the research community to address research questions on aging and dementia on authorization by the User Access Committee. The procedure is detailed in http://www.cima-q.ca/. Access is limited to CIMA-Q members but membership is open to all scientists interested in AD research. Table 2 shows the sociodemographic characteristics and performance on the MoCA for the 290 participants enrolled in the four groups. In total, 142 study participants were scanned with MRI (Supplementary Material F, Table F1 ). Scanned participants had a mean age of 73.6 years, 30 were CTL, and 67% were female. 112 participants completed the task-relation activation condition. Morphometry, diffusion tractography, resting state, and task-based fMRI analyses will be reported separately. Note that fifteen additional participants were tested for clinical and neuropsychological assessment but were excluded from the CIMA-Q cohort because they did not meet inclusion/exclusion criteria based on the cognitive testing. Their demographic and biological characteristics were nevertheless reported.
Results
Clinical, neuropsychological, and neuroimaging data
Biomaterials
Cryopreserved PBMNC
Cryopreserved PBMNC can be reprogrammed into iPSC, which will then serve to generate different neuronal cell types involved in AD. All individuals except one, agreed to the generation of iPSC from their blood cells. PBMNC were obtained from 302 individuals among those who agreed to this portion of the project (287 from the cohort and 15 from excluded participants). On average 12 million PBMNCs were obtained per patient but the numbers of total cells ranged from 2 to 48 million cells. There was no significant correlation between the numbers of cells obtained and the age, sex, or clinical classification of the subjects. These numbers are sufficient for the generation of pluripotent stem cells by Sendai viral infections. Presently several iPSC lines have been obtained, differentiated into neurons, and characterized from three normal individuals and three patients with AD [42] . These cryopreserved PBMNC will provide cellular models to investigate underlying molecular mechanisms of diseases, identify novel therapeutic targets, and to assess novel drug treatments against AD.
Blood RNA, serum, plasma, and DNA
The absorbance ratio 260/280 for RNA extracted from the blood of 301 individuals was between 1.9 and 2.1 indicating a fairly pure RNA sample with little contaminants. Bioanalyzer analyses of the RNA integrity number ranged in values between 7 and 10 confirming pure RNA samples with little degradation. A yield of approximately 4 mg was obtained from each patient. There was a weak negative association between RNA yield and age (Spearman rank correlation r 5 20.1227, P 5 .0382) but not with sex or clinical classification. Genomic DNA was extracted from the buffy coat fraction and quality was confirmed with OD260/280 ratios of 1.8-2.0 and PCR amplification of random genes. RNA, serum, plasma, and DNA are aliquoted and stored at 280 C (Supplementary Material D, 3. Biological samples). 
AD-related biological features
Apo E genotyping
The APOE-ε3 allele, at a 76.57% frequency, was the most abundant allele present in the 303 individuals who accepted this portion of the project (288 in cohort and 15 excluded from the cohort), whereas APOE-ε2 and APOE-ε4 alleles are more rare at 16.17% and 7.27%, allele frequencies, respectively (Supplementary Material G, Tables  G1-G3 ). Consistently, 60.40% of the 303 individuals had genotypes of APOE-ε3/3, followed by 21.45% APOE-ε3/ 4, 10.89% APOE-ε2/3, 4.95% APOE-ε4/4, 1.32 % APOE-ε2/2, and 1% APOE-ε2/4. These are very close to genotype distribution previously observed in normolipidic subjects [43] .
As observed by others, this distribution of APOE genotypes and allele frequency were different within the clinical groups (Tables 3 and 4 ). The APOE-ε3 allele frequency decreased gradually from CTL, SCD, early MCI, late MCI (lMCI) to AD, which display the lowest amount of APOE-ε3 alleles. The levels were significantly lower in the lMCI (c 2 5 5.88, P 5 .015) and AD (c 2 5 9.474, P 5 .002) compared with CTL (Tables 3 and 4 , and Supplementary Material G). As expected, the opposite was true for the APOE-ε4 allele (c 2 5 9.583, P 5 .002 for lMCI and c 2 5 11.75, P 5 .001 for AD). Interestingly, there were no difference between lMCI and AD, consistent with the current belief that most of these lMCI stand in an early phase of AD. The APOE-ε2 genotype and allele frequency does not differ as a function of group (Tables 3 and 4 and Supplementary Material G). This is supportive of the proposed protective role of APOE-ε2. Differences in APOE genotype was not associated with differences in either age or cognitive performances measured by the T-MMSE or MoCA test (Table 4 ).
CSF Ab38, Ab40, Ab42, and total Tau levels
ELISA analyses of the levels of Ab38, Ab40, and Ab42 in CSF indicated a slightly lower level of Ab38 in individuals with AD relative to the other groups (Fig. 1A) , but no change in Ab40 (Fig. 1B) . Significantly lower levels of Ab42 and Ab42/total Ab were observed in AD relative to SCD (Fig. 1C and D) . Ab levels did not correlate with age, however, Ab42/total Ab levels were significantly higher in females than males (Fig. 1E) . Ab42 levels were also significantly lower in the CSF of individuals with APOE-ε3/4 and APOE-ε4/4 genotypes (Fig. 1F ). Finally, CSF Ab42 concentrations were positively correlated with MoCA scores (r 2 5 0.13, P 5 .0025).
In contrast to the Ab levels, total CSF Tau protein levels did not vary as a function of the group categories ( Fig. 2A ). However, CSF Tau protein levels increased slightly with age ( Fig. 2B ) and were lower in females than males (Fig. 2C ).
Discussion
A consortium has been established in Quebec to support high-quality AD research. CIMA-Q has created a registry that contains longitudinal examinations in multiple domains at various stages of the disease, from the preclinical, prodromal to early AD stage. Combining well-defined measures of neuroimaging, cognitive, and biological information for each individual will permit an accurate assessment of the contribution and interaction between different levels of disease expression and allow identifying early disease markers. The follow-up will support studies looking at the predictive diagnostic value of these different markers. The comprehensive assessment of lifestyle factors and health conditions will allow determining the role of modifiable factors on the progression of symptoms, in interaction with genetic and epigenetic ones. Because our primary objective is the inclusion of pre-symptomatic AD, the presence of other neurodegenerative diseases was used as an exclusion criteria. This might reduce our ability to identify cases with mixed etiology. However, participants were not excluded because of vascular or metabolic comorbidity that make them at risk of AD, which allows inclusion of cases with mixed vascular AD.
There are differences and similarities between the CIMA-Q study and other major current cohorts which include SCD and MCI. Contrary to CIMA-Q, Alzheimer's disease neuroimaging initiative [9] is not a trial-ready cohort and focuses more on AD than on the prodromal stages. The SCIENCe cohort [44] is an SCD cohort only and hence, does not cover the full spectrum of AD. The Canadian consortium on neurodegeneration in aging cohort, COMPASS-ND, focuses on the dementia stages of the diseases [45] . No other cohort has cryopreserved PBMNC ready to develop novel iPSC cell lines from well-ascertained sporadic AD and normal individuals. Finally, given the cultural and linguistic context in Quebec, one innovative feature of CIMA-Q is that it includes a significant proportion of bilingual participants (French and English) tested in their native language with a well-validated battery.
CIMA-Q created a remarkable opportunity to bring together expertise that is otherwise dispersed; to identify, share, and test cutting-edge hypotheses within and across domains; to develop harmonization and quality control procedures to ensure that the highest quality of information is gathered. It will generate findings that will enable the identification of key tools to improve early diagnosis and prognosis, and to put forward novel prevention strategies for AD. Quality controlled network of MRI and PET platforms will enable standardized state-of-the-art acquisitions to allow the discovery of sensitive and specific imaging phenotypes predictive of progression to clinically probable AD.
CIMA-Q will also catalyze translation research on dementia. Having access to biological samples that are tied to outstanding subject ascertainment, high-level imaging data, and neuropsychology results will facilitate research projects that cross the field of basic and clinical science. Integrated and harmonized tools and procedures will in addition support and facilitate the conduct of nationwide multicentric studies related to AD. CIMA-Q will be supportive of evaluative projects relevant to the early characterization and diagnosis of AD. CIMA-Q will also foster substantial collaboration between memory clinics and support networking activities to link all levels of cognitive assessments throughout Quebec. We hope to harmonize initiatives from the "Quebec Alzheimer Plan" [46] and CIMA-Q resources, allowing for cost-efficient and stateof-the-art evaluative research for persons at risk of cognitive decline, with minimal cognitive impairment, or with early dementia. Our work will also allow a coordinated provincewide network for neuroimaging for aid in clinical diagnosis in AD. Finally, this work will contribute research recommendations [47] and updates to clinical practice guidelines.
RESEARCH IN CONTEXT
1. Systematic review: Prodromal evaluations of older individuals are necessary to identify presymptomatic biomarkers of Alzheimer's disease (AD) in the hope of treating these individuals before the onset of dementia.
2. Interpretation: The Consortium for the early identification of Alzheimer's Disease-Quebec (CIMA-Q) cohort of 290 well-ascertained individuals focused on longitudinal clinical, neuropsychological, and neuroimaging assessments, and on collection of blood-derived biomaterials of elderly individuals.
3. Future directions: The study will provide the necessary baseline to initiate studies on the identification of early biomarkers of AD. It will provide rare access to a significant number of well-characterized subjective cognitive decline individuals. Furthermore, the CIMA-Q study generated an unprecedented biobank of cryopreserved peripheral blood mononuclear cell culture, which can be reprogrammed into pluripotent stem cells and pluripotent stem cellderived neurons or other brain cell types for the biological study of the underlying causes of AD.
